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ABSTRACT
E-fluted corrugated containers are widely used on the European markets and other
markets world-wide. The production of this type of containers is therefore very
important in the area of detergent packing and distribution. It is very important to
improve and develop such forms of packing. This paper shows the method of packing
which is as effective as the one we have used by now, but which involves significant
reduction in the costs of operation. Additional rationalisation has been also defined by
adequate ASTM testingmethods.
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Master Thesis
1. Introduction
1.1. Information on the Company
Istragrafika is the Croatian leading manufacturer and exporter of retail-type packages. Its
production programme is focused on the manufacture of paper - and cardboard and
corrugated packages for tobacco, chemical, confectionery, food and pharmaceutical
industries. The major part of its production accounts for the tobacco industry, but
production of corrugated boxes for the detergent industry is also quite notable.
Istragrafika has 159 employees. Significant growth in production has been recorded every
year. In 2000 Istragrafika converted about 6.500 tons of cardboard. The 2001 production
plan is even more ambitious - we expect to increase our production by 10%. New
investments, e.g. a new die-cutter which is to be installed in March, will help to
accomplish this aim.
The company also manufactures 2-ply and 3-ply corrugated cardboard, E and B flutes.
Corrugated board has been manufactured for a need of its own manufacture (containers,
inserts, shipping cases). Istragrafika applies the offset printing and is capable ofprinting in
Bl and B0 formats on five-colour and six-colourmachines with in-line water varnishing. It
has also a flexo unit for gold colour printing.
In Istragrafika we apply hot stamping on foils and glossy calender varnishing. In the
finishing department there are Bobst die-cutters for B0 and Bl formats which, apart from
die-cutting, also trim and separate finished blanks in the same passage. These machines
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also print certain reliefs on packages. The Bobst and Vega glue application machines are
fitted with some units for gluing package handles and with a special code reading unit for
boxes ordered by pharmaceutical companies. In this department there are some additional
machines for cutting and shaping shipping cases, as well as a slotter where shipping cases
are printed. Istragrafika creates designs for packages in CAD programmes and makes
samples of cardboard and corrugated board on the plotter. According to our
customers'
requirements, the production planning department is capable of creating graphic designs
by means of computers and expose films. Furthermore, the company has a large warehouse
for keeping production material and finished goods as well as a fleet of trucks which
transport the goods to the customer. In 1998 Istragrafika was awarded the international
standard certificate for quality ISO 9001 and is the first printing company with this
certificate in Croatia.
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2. Objective and methods
This paper shows the way of reducing the costs of production, packing and
distribution of E-fluted corrugated containers. It consist of two parts:
the first part describes the current method of making containers and test
methods applied on the basis of the ASTM standard in respect of the
container design and used materials. When taking such tests it came to
us that in the process of making containers we could try to use similar
but cheaper materials in order to reduce the manufacturing costs. To put
the idea into practice, it was necessary to make a prototype of such
container using new materials and to carry out necessary tests. The test
methods should apply the same ASTM criteria and meet the same
requirements as the method of making which is currently in use. We
selected cheaper materials which could, in our estimation, meet the very
same requirements.
the second part describes a new method of packing and transport of
filled detergent containers, which should result in manufacturing cost
reduction. This idea also arose from the ASTM tests. The CAPE 99
software was used for this purpose. The final result of our tests is
integrated rationalisation in making, packing and transporting the
containers.
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3. General characteristics of corrugated board
Any discussion of corrugated boxes relative to their structure must deal with a) the
components of the board, b) the board itself, and c) the filled and cointainers. In each of
these three areas there are specifications for the required characteristics and testing
procedures that are designed to project reliability to the mass-produced boxes. This is a
subject that can fill volumes with technical details, charts, data all with their nuaces
most of wich have a bearing on the performance of the finished box. The brown paper
used to make corrugated boxes consists of lineboard, or facings, and corrugating medium,
which is the fluting between the facings. The paper itself, although the termused for heavy
paper is "board", is call "kraft", from the Swedish word meaning "strong". Kraft is made
from the fibers of softwood threes. Generally those trees that do not drop their leaves or
needles in the winter are softwood, while the deciduous trees are hardwood. The fibers of
softwood tend to be longer, so when they are intermingled as board or paper the strenght
of the resulting material is greater. It should also be noted that other non-kraft papers are
used for these functions. They can comprise combinations of hard and softwood fibers, as
is the usual situation in South America, or bagasse or oter bamboo fibers, as is
commonplace in the Far East, or heavily recycled fibers with a large component of non
paper fibers, and even newsprint, called "schrenz", as is the case in Continental Europe.
For purposes of this discussion I will concentrate on kraft inasmuch as this constitutes the
majority of the fiber used and is also the most desirable fiber. It is the most important fiber
in North America and in the Scandinavian countriesthe world's leading papermaking
regions.
3.1 Pulp
Softwood trees to be made into kraft are stripped of their brances and bark and are reduced
to chips about 3/4inch (2cm) long. The chips are mixed with water and chemicals and put
through a pressure cooking vessel in wich the heat and chemical action dissolves the
substance (lingin) that holds the cellulose fibers of the wood together. When the pressure
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is released, the fibers separate and become wood pulp. This is washed to remove the
chemicals.
At this point, if the kraft is to be bleached, that chemical process is performed. The pulp is
refined to separated the the fibers completely so they can be suspended in water without
clumping. The water, containing only a few percent ofpulp, is pumped to the papermaking
machine.
3.2 Liners
There are two basic processes used to make paper from the suspended pulp; the
fourdrinier process and the cylinder process.The former is the one in the widest use at the
present time, but the cylinder process serves very well when recycled fibers comprise a
high percentage of the furnish. Both methods have in common the process of placing a
controlled layer of fibres on a woven wire belt that lets the water drain, pressing the fibres
together so they form a matted web, and then dryng almost all the remaining moisture.
3.2.1 Fourdrinier process
The fourdrinier process holds the water and pulp in a chest from which it is released at a
controlled rate through a horizontal slot extending the full width of the paper machine.
The pulp-carrying water from the slot falls onto a fast-moving woven wire belt, the
operation controlled in such a manner that the combination of the water flow and wire
speed results in the desired amount ofpulp being deposited on the wire. Most of the water
drains or is sucked through the wire. This method of depositing pulp permits the fibers to
fall at random and provides more or less equal tearing strenght of the paper in all
directions. This is the important difference between this and the cylinder papermaking
process. However, because of the rapid forward motion of the web, there tends to be a
predominant alignment, or grain, formed in the direction of the movingwebthe machine
direction. The board is thus generally stronger in the cross-machine direction. When
enough water has been drained, sucked or pressed out of the pulp, the pulp forms a web,
which is lifted off the endless wire belt and run over a series of steam-filled drying drums,
similar to preheaters on a corrugator. It has been found fairly recently that if this web of
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pulp is compressed beforeit is completely dry, thefibers will mesh more strongly and high
performance liner will result. At the end of the series of drying drums the paper may be
coated or otherwise treated to provide a special finish. The paper is taken up on reels,
which are removed from the paper machine, and the paper is slit and rewound into mill
rolls. These are shipped to the corrugating plants.
3.2.2 Cylinder process
The other papermaking process is the cylinder method. Here, a series of large drums is
covered with woven wire screens. Each is partly immersed in a vat of pulp and water. As
the drum rotates, pulp is picked up on the screen. As there is a limit to how much pulp will
cling to the screen, several such drums are used each contributing a layer to the web, the
more drums in use, the heavier the board that results. The pulp is removed from the drum
at the top by being pressed against a felt belt or through it, the fibers are pressed and run
over driers to remove the excess moisture. Because of the way in which it is picked up, the
pulp in the cylinder process tends to orient itself in the direction of the drum's rotation.
This produces a grain in the paper and the properties are different in the machine direction
as contrasted to the cross-machine direction. The layers of pulp, as laid down by the
individual drums, do not mesh completely and may separate when the board is converted
to boxes. For these reasons, fourdrinier kraft is usually preferred to cylinder to make
corrugated boxes.
3.2.3 Major Tests for Lineboard
The major tests for lineboard are basis weight, bursting strenght and edge crush. Basis
weight is economically important because paper mills measure their costs by tonage and
box converters measure their costs by square feet or square meters. If a paper mill puts too
much pulp weight into a liner and sells it by area, it is giving away pulp wood tonnage for
which it is not paid. Most box plants buy mill rolls by area concerned primarily if the basis
weight, or weight per unit of area, is too lights, as that imposes a risk of failing other tests.
Bursting strength is losing importance as a major test but is a valid measure of how well
the sheet can withstand a blow by a sharp object. Bursting strenght is measured on a
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mullen tester (figure 1), which is used for both liners and combined board. It is important
as a test in legal contests concerning conformance with Rule 41 and item 222
transportation requirements. If a box fails in use it may be the only valid test of conformity
to specifications that can be performed, the other mejor tests havings been rendered
invalid by the box failure. Edge crush is becoming ever more important as a test as it has a
bearing on how well a filled box will withstand the pressure ofother boxes stacked upon it
in a warehouse. The test is made by subjecting a small sample of liner to a load on its edge
untill it buckles. It used to be thought that if there was enough pulp to meet the basis
weight requirement, there was little else that could be done to improve edge crush.
However, when high performance liner was made by proved 20 to 25 percent with the
same basis weight liner. Or, to put it another way, the standard basis weights (26, 33, 42,
69 and 90 pounds perM square feet, 125, 160, 205, 335, and 440 gms) could be replaced
by fewer and lighter grades and give the same performance, not only in edge crush but
bursting strenght as well. There has been a strong movement to revise Rule 41 to
accomodate the improvements in lineboard. There is good economic reason to do so.
Packaging performance can be mantained with less pulp tonnage, less chemical treatment
and less paper-machine time. It could be viewed as an icrease in mill capacity of perhaps
20 percent with a smell added investment. As the cost of pulp rises and the investment
needed per ton of capacity skyrockets, this change represents a huge windfall to the
existing paper mills.
figure 1: Schematic of aMullen tester
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3.3 Corrugating medium
The characteristics ofmedium are different from those of linerboard. The fibers may be
shorter, so much recycled kraft is used in its manufacture. Some medium is all virgin pulp,
and is termed semi-chemical medium, or
"semi-chem." Other medium is made of all-
recycled stock and is called bogus medium.
The characteristic that is desired is moldability, it is expected to be very rigid after being
subjected to the heat and pressure of the corrugating process. Wet steam is blown through
the medium at the corrugator to plasticize the material so that it can be molded between
the fluting rolls.
The term virgin pulp or paper refers to the sources of the fiber. In general, any fiber that
has not been formed into a product that is used by a consumer is considered virgin. Thus,
paper that is made but discarded as broke in the papermaking or converting operation is
still considered as virgin. On the other hand, post-consumer waste, that is, paper which has
been recycled from products which contained goods already sold or used by the ultimate
consumer, cannot be considered virgin, no matter how clean it is.
Nevertheless, the term virgin is applicable to paper which is made from a high percentage,
as much as 20 to 25 percent, of post-consumer waste, provided the remainder of the
original furnish meets the requirements that define the source as being of virgin origin.
The amount of post-consumer waste allowed in the final paper or paperboard that is
considered virgin has been set by the American Paper Institute, and it sometimes changes
its standards to meet current market conditions. It has, in the past, raised the allowable
percentage of post-consumer waste permitted in
"virgin"
paper and paperboard. The tests
that are essential for fluted corrugating medium are, again, edge crush and flat crush. Edge
crush testing is performed with the flutes held vertically, as they would be in a box. A
sample of medium is fluted. The flutes are kept in place with masking tape. Then the
sample is subjected to compression as was the liner, as discussed above. There are
different values for the several flutes, each of which has a different amount of material
subjected to pressure from above. An edge crush test on a six-inch strip of liner will affect
only that lenght ofmaterial, but six inches of fluted medium might have 30 or 40 percent
more material being subjected to the weight. The extra lenght ofmedium used in fluting is
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expressed as a take-up factor, being the actual lenght of material used compared to the
lenght when fluted (figure 2). Flat crush testing is done on the face of the combined sheet.
It measures the ability of the flute formation to withstand pressure that would collaps the
crowns of the flutes. The flute structure is a shock apsorber, collapsing under rather than
transmitting the full impact of the shock to the contents of the box. Leaning flutes, caused
by uneven tension, lose most of their flat crush strenght. Flat crush strenght is affected by
the number of flutes per running lenght. Therefore A flute would have the lowest flat crush
rating followed by C and B flutes, all other factors being equal. The more flutes there are
per running inch, the lower the take-up ratio, except for E flute, so, in a sense, flat crush
and edge crush work against each other. There cannot be a flute with the height of'A" and
the spacing of
"B" because the shape of the flute would reduce flat crush strenght. The
sides of the flute should be aproximately 45 degrees rather than look like church steeples.
C and B flutes are the most commonly used flutes. A flute was the first size used in the
industry, together with B flute, C was added as a compromise, with dimensions between
those ofA and B. Since then E flute has become popular for applications requiring a more
even printing surface and requiring more rigidity than folding cartons can provide. E flute
runs very nicely on folding carton machinery, corrugated equipment often has to be
adapted to be able to run it. There are several other flutes in existence and there are no
restrictions on creating others. There is an F flute that is smaller than E, and a K flute that
is larger than A. Additionally, there was an even larger one called Q flute, but it seems to
have faded away. Some of the special sizes, although made on corrugating machinery, are
not generally used for making boxes. Specifications for these flutes are not standard.
Heights vary as much as 10 percent from lowest to highest within each flute designation.
There are also various corrugating roll profiles, and in combination the resulting take-up
factors vary widely. Rolls can be bare metal or chrome plated, which could add as much as
six mils to the flute height and just a bit to the take-up ratio. Table 1 provides average
figures
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figure 2: Corrugatingmedium take-up factor
FLUTE CROWNS PER
METER
HEIGHT (mm) TAKE-UP
FACTOR
A 123 4.2 1.52
B 154 2.6 1.36
C 129 3.7 1.46
E 279-312 1.3 1.30
table 1: Typical flute dimensions
3.4 Combined board
Combined board is a three-dimensional structure made of liners and medium. The tips of
the flutes are joined to the liners with a starch or other adhesive, and the flexibility of the
members is greatly reduced in the process. The basic structure is singleface, consisting of
one liner and one fluted medium. Adding a liner to the exposed flutes produces singlewall
board (or doubleface). Adding another layer of singleface to singlewall creates doublewall,
and still another layer creates triplewall. (European terminology for doublewall triplewall
is something different.) Layers have been added beyond this to, make multiwall corrugated
10
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that is used as a cushioning material but which is too thick to be folded into packaging
styles. Tests used for the boardmembers cannot be projected to the combined board. Aside
from the strenght of the adhesive, there are variations that affect the properties and thus
require another type of testing. These variations are caused by crushing by scorers, ejection
rubber, printing plates and feed rollers. Tests normally used include column compression
for stacking strenght, Mullen and Beach for bursting and puncture resistance, and flat
crush for flute structure. Pin adhesion testing is also performed to measure the bond
strenght. There are, of course, many other tests.
3.4.1 Singleface
The first combination made on the corrugator is the gluing of the inside liner to fluted
medium. The resulting singleface is flexible in one direction and folds over itself as it
rides along the bridge. Both the members are heated before being combined. Additionally,
wet steam is blown through the medium to plasticize it for flute formation. Starch is
picked up on the crowns of the flutes and pressed against the liner to form an instant bond.
There is a hot corrugating roll behind the medium and a hot impression roll behind the
liner; the bond is made when all come together. This instsnt bond is not complete; the
paper sticks together but can be torn apart easily. It is called a green bond, and further heat
must be added to complete the bond. The expected source of this extra heat is the paper
itself, which has been heated before its members were brought together. The curring
process takes place while the singleface is on the bridge.
3.4.2 Doubleface
The singleface web is pulled off the bridge and heated just before starch is applied to the
flute tips. The outer liner is similarly heated and the two webs come together under the
belt and over the steam chests, the weight of the ballast rolls on the belt presses the board
against the surfaces of the steam chests and heat is transferred first to establish the bond
and then to cure it. It is at this point that the board becomes relativly inflexible.
Doublewall is made by bringing a second singleface web down over the first, applying
glue to the tips of the flutes and also bringing it under the belt. Triplewall is made with
11
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three singleface webs. The heat needed to bond and cure double- and triplewall is much
greater than the needed for singlewall. In the latter, only one liner is between the steam
chest surface and the adhesive. In order to bond a second singleface web to the first, the
heat must pass through the air spaces between the flutes of the first web. Air is not a good
conductor of heat, consequently, the board must be run more slowly over the stem chests
to allow sufficient time for the heat to penetrate. It should be noted that just as a green
singlefacebond can cure on the bridge using the heat in the members so can doublewall
and triplewall cure after being taken off the corrugator. If, however, the green bond comes
apart before curing, the bond will not be restored even if it comes back together. There are
stresses, especially on the edges of the board, that may cause separation. In addition, post-
corrugating curing of liners with unbalanced moisture content could result in warped
board.
3.4.3 Resulting Characteristics
As was noted, combined board is a structural material different from its components. The
"sandwich" imparts strenght to the liners much as the vertical member of a steel I-beam
does. When bent, corrugated board will break and leave a crease. The strenghts are
measured in a manner similar to what is done with the individual members, but other
considerations now enter. Flat crush measures the strenght of the flute formation's
resistance to pressure, when the board is combined, the flutes may be forced into a leaning
position because one of the members slips; leaning flutes will not withstand as much
pressure as vertical flutes. Bursting strenght of the liners taken individually may not total
the same when they are tested in combination. Although the sample is supposed to be
clamped tightly, one liner may burst before the other and show a lower reading. In actual
use, it is unlikely that the box will be ubjected to pressures on both liners at one time.
Short column compression strenght, or edge crush, top to bottom on the flute structure,
could be affected by light or missing adhesive, such as is created in a fingrf line. A spare
slitting head left on the tirplex shaft could mark the board with a very light crease and
affect both tests results and performance of the box. Other variables have been added in
the corrugating process:
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a) Moisture has been added to the board mostly in the adhesive but by the medium
showers and possibly water spraysas well.
b) Moisture has been removed from the board by preheaters, heated rolls and the steam
chests.
c) Moisture may not have been added and removed in a manner that leaves the moisture
in the kiners in balance; in fact, the liner moisture is the mill rolls may have been
different to begin with.
d) Adhesive application varies in amount, viscosity and in its pattern on the flutes. The
bond may dry before it gels ormay not cure at all; the resultmay be delamination.
e) Combined board has been pulled through the corrugator. A tight brake on the outer
liner may have caused downwarp. A tight bridge guide may have caused upwarp. Edges
may have been crushed by the ballast rolls. Pull rollers at the cutoffmay have crush the
flute crowns. Any number of other things may have happened to affect the
performanceof the board or its subsequent ease ofprocessing in the plant.
Kraft and corrugating medium are somewhat like spongers in that they absorb and lose
moisture. A box left out in the rain loses much of its strenghts, but most of it is regained
when it dries, except if the adhesive no longer bonds. The board constantly takes on and
gives off atmospheris moisture as well, and this affects its properties, especially is stacking
strenght. It has been found that a box will perform satisfactorily in high humidity that is
constant, whereas it will lose much of its stacking strenght in the humidity keeps changing,
evenwhen the humidity is lower. High-performance liner, that which has been compressed
on the paper machine before being completely dried, seems to offer greater resistance to
moisture penetration. This, plus its greater rigidity, makes it superior to ordinary liner
where stacking strenght is conserned. This characteristic also makes it more difficult for
starch adhesive to penetrate the fibers; it has been found necessary in some cases to add a
solvent-based adhesive such as PVA or a wetting agent to the starch formula. Water sprays
used on the corrugator for warp controls are not as effective with high performance liners.
Where high humidity and flowing water are conditions under which the box must perform,
there are additives that can be applied to the materials that make this feasible. Starch
adhesives can be made water-resistant or waterproof. Wet strenght can be added to the
liner and medium at the paper mill. The board can be saturated with wax at the box plant.
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Treating the paper in these ways may render the waste unsalvageable and unrecycleable by
the usual repulping methods, thus adding to the coste of the waste.
3 5 Warp
Unbalanced moisture content of the components before, during or after corrugating may
cause warping of sheets. A moderate amount ofwarp is tolerated by subsequent processing
machines; and the design of feeding equipment has greatly increased this tolerance. Aside
from causing feeding difficulties, a warp sheet may not stay in register even though it is
held at all times by the transport mechanism in the machine. A warped edge may strike a
pull roll or print cylinder before being forced through the nip, and the printing or cutting
location may be change slightly because of it (figure 3). Extremly warped sheets have been
known to strike a pull collar above its midpoint and fly out of the top of the machine. As a
rule of thumb, l/4inch of warp per foot of sheet (2 cm per meter) is the maximum
accepteble warp (figure 4).
fEEO
ROUS
tRESSjON
CYUNDfH
figure 3: Awarpen sheet might strike a cylinder rather than go straight throught the nip of
the rolls
Wet kraft shrinks when it dries, just as addingmoisture causes it to swell or expand. Warp
control consists largely of trying to get both liners to shrink the same amountor not at
allas they pass over the steam chests. In this section, the wetter liner will shrink more
14
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and pull the opposite liner toward it. The degree of imbalance determines whether the
warp is tolerable downstream from the corrugator.
shfet
figure 4: Measuring warp
Once the sheets have left the corrugator, they tend to come into equilibrium with the
moisture in the storage areas of the plant. Here again, any imbalance in moisture content
can result in warp, even if the sheets were apparently flat as they emerged from the
corrugator.
Warp has been a problem for years, and the types ofwarp are so common that they have
been given names. Normal warp is across the machine and toward the inner liner; reverse
warp is the opposite. Front-to-rear, ormachine direction warp is either up or down. Special
cases are S-warp and corner or twist warp, which are combinations ofmore than one type
ofwarp. Wet streaks in the paper and a wet edge due to outdoor storage cause other warp
configurations. An exhaustive study of warp, its causes and measurement, has been
conducted by the Corrugated IndustryDevelopment Corp., known as CID. The subject was
examined by some of the more knowledgeable people in the industry, and is
recommendeed reading for those who wish to pursue the matter in depth. CID has
determined a warp factor is more precise, and more complex, than the rule presented
above. As noted above, recent advances have made warp more tolerable but there are still
many older machines that have not been convarted that still encounter feeding difficulties.
There are several techniques used to reduce warp. Some mills are marking each mill roll
with its moisture content; these can be matched on the corrugator so that no more than a
three-percent difference in moisture exists between opposing liners. Preheaters are use to
equalize moisture by taking more
"wrap"
on the wetter mill roll that on the drier one.
Water spray devices have been added to some corrugators. There are usually two of them,
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one for the inside liner and one for the outer. Each spray bar has several heads enabling
water to be sprayed on selected areas of the liners, as well as on the full width of the web.
Inasmuch as the wetter liner tends to shrink more, a warp can often be straightened out by
spraying the opposite side of the sheet. Controls for the spray units are usually located
after the belt section, so the results of the application can be seen as the board emerges.
Adding water will not compensate for front-to-rear warp. This is caused by tension
imbalance between the singleface web and the outer liner. Only by equalizing the tension
can this warp be corrected. Some corrugator crews have added starch to the flutes as a
means of adding more water and thereby compensating for warp. This is generally a
measure of last resort as starch is more expensive than water and more heat is required to
effect the bond. There are several methods for varying the heat on the steam chests. This
may be desirable in order to limit the heat to only that which is necessary to run the board
without overheating and thereby risking more warp. Turning off the steam in one or more
sections is not practical as the response is too slow. There are devices that tilt the plates
away from the board and those that regulate the number of ballast rolls riding on the belt;
less heat is transferrewhen this pressure is removed. Another device consists of a hood
over the belts. The hood is sectioned and each section has a powerful fan. When a fan is
turned on, the belt is forced down onto the board, augmenting transfer of heat; no ballast
rolls are needed. The sections are located across the belt as well as along the belt, so heat
can be applied in a variety of patterns. Another device consists of a hood under the steam
chests. Fans blow air through gaps between the chests while the air raises the board very
slightly off the chest surfaces, reducing the transfer of heat. The fans are turned on
automaticelly when the corrugator stops, keeping the board on the chests from drying
excessively. All warp controls are applied to the liners. Medium moisture has minimal
effect upon warp. The outer liner is usually the surface that has to be printed, and,
naturally, a smooth, even surface is desired. The corrugating process may affect the
board's printability by causing washboard, or a condition in which the liner sags between
flute tips. This is especially noticeable on lighter weight liners which do not have the bulk
to resist the forces that cause it. Washboard is caused by adhesive being applied to the
sides of the flutes rather than only to the tops of the crowns. Some glue applicator rolls at
the double facerglue machine are made to run at a speedslightly different from that of the
singleface web. The result is a wiping action that assures sufficient application, but also
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leaves the adhesive below the crowns. However, when the starch on the sides of the flutes
gels and shrinks, it pulls the liner into the space between the flute tips, causing an uneven
surface (figure 5).
figure 5: Strach wiped on the sides of the flute crowns tends to pull the liner down when it
dries, creating a washboard effect
There are engraved glue rolls that turn at the speed of the paper and "print" glue only on
the crowns of the flutes. In order to print on washboard, pressure must be applied to the
printing plates. On paste ink presses, this can be done effectively with the loss being the
crushing of the crowns, and with consequent loss of caliper and flat crush in those areas.
On flexo presses, where a kiss pression is desired, the color may be affected and the plates
may be worn excessively. In both situation, excess printing pressure may affect box
performance adversely.
3.6 The filled carton
The product has been placed in the completed box and the flaps sealed. The package may
then be placed in storage, loaded, shipped, unloaded, stored again, etc. until the box is
finally unloaded and, hopefully, baled to be recycled. Throughout this active life there are
certain requirements that the package must fulfill. The filled boxmust be able to withstand
all the handling, which may be rough at times. It must be able to be the bottom unit of a
stack ofunits, which may be of considerable weight, and keep its shape without colapsing.
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It must withstand changes in heat and humidity that could be quite extreme. If the box has
been made correctly, it should be able to perform as designed. Aside from holding
together, the most important quality of a box is compression strenght. The corrugating
medium and liner have been tested , a sample of the combined board has been tested, but
the final test is the long column compression test. In this test the filled box is squezzed
until failure, and the pressure required to make it fail is an indication of how well it will
hold up in actual use. When subjected to pressure, the sides of a box bow outward and
finally collapse. If the flutes, which are alined vertically, can be kept that way, the pressure
can be resisted. The flute structure may have been damaged during processing, causing
premature failure. A finger line, or dry streak free of adhesive, causes a weakness that
circles the box; fingerless corrugators are gradually replacing the older type. A scoring
head carelessly left on the triplex shaft in the body area of a sheet could make a faint
crease in the flutes; it could be the point of failure. Excessive crush by printing plates,
especially in a pattern that girdles the box horizontally, could establish a fatal weakness.
The crushing of the board by ejection rubber could conceivably cause failure, but as the
rubber is usually located near a score or an edge, it is not nearly as significant as if it were
in the center of a vertical panel. Warped panels are prematurely bowed and do not have the
initial strenght of straight sides. In some packages, such as canned goods and glass bottles,
the stacking strenght of the contents is much greater than that of corrugated board, so
containment is the main attribute. However, where the carton must bear the load, there are
design techniques that can be used to increase the strenght of singlewall or doublewall
board. Liners and partitions are the equivalent of extra walls. Other inner packing that
extends from bottom to top also serves this purpose. Where the depth of the box is large,
plastic tapes have been inserted between the singleface and outer liner; the tensile strenght
of the tapes keeps the box sides from bowing outward. Aside from compression, there are
other tests that are used on completed packages. These are usually related to the manner in
which the cartons will be handled. There is a drop test that drops a package on its faces
and edges in a prescribed pattern to see if the contents remain undamagedafter rough
handling. A package is rolled down and incline on a dolly into a solid wall, simulating a
shock of a freight car being humped. Another torture machine is a revolving drum having
baffles in it; this is a rather crude test that correlates to a box rolling down a flight of stairs.
Where vibration must be dampened by the packaging, there is a table that is shaken by
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cam action to simulate a cross-country truck or rail ride. A box that fails this test could
well have a handful ofdisassembled parts inside it when it reaches its destination.
4. Description of making corrugated containers and the flow of
technological process
figure 6: PROCESS OF MAKING DETERGENT PACKAGES
Flow diagram
DEFINITION OF CUSTOMER'S REQUIREMENTS
i
BRINGING THE SOLUTIONS INTO LINE WITH
AUTOMATIC PACKER CAPABILITIES
I
PRODUCTION OF TECHNICAL DRAWINGS AND
DOCUMENTS
I
PRODUCTION OF A PROTOTYPE - WITHOUT PRINTING
I
TESTING OF THE PROTOTYPE IN THE COMPANY
i
TESTING OF THE PROTOTYPE WITH THE CUSTOMER
i
VERIFICATION OF THE PROTOTYPE BY THE
CUSTOMER
I
PRODUCTION OF GRAPHIC DESIGN
i
VERIFICATION OF THE GRAPHIC DESIGN BY THE
CUSTOMER
i
PRODUCTION OF THE TRIAL LOT
i
TESTING OF THE TRIAL LOT WITH THE CUSTOMER
I
VERIFICATION OF THE TRIAL LOT BY THE CUSTOMER
I
PRODUCTION OF SPECIFICATIONS FOR REGULAR
PRODUCTION
i
REGULAR PRODUCTION
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- Production of technical documents
- Production ofdie-cutting tools
- Making of films and printing plates
- Production of corrugated cardboard for boxes and
shipping cases
- Offset printing
- Lining
- Die-cutting
- Gluing
- Packing into shipping cases
- Stacking on pallets and palletizingwith a stretch foil
- Transportation to the customer by a truck
4.1 Technical drawing of the container (figure 7)
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4.2 Die-cutting tools (figure 8)
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4.3 The customers' requirements
The project analysis was carried out on the case of a standard order for 18.200 pes of the
E3 corrugated containers designed for detergents. According to this order, the containers
should have been stacked on pallets called europallets 1200 x 800 x 145 cm and covered
with stretch foil.
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5. Characteristics of the materials used for the current A Design Containers
SPECIFICATION 1
Commercial name: DUPLEX 230g/m2 CASCADES
Type ofboard: Coated boardwith gray back
Parameters Units Valve Tolerances
Grammage g/m2 230 2%
Thickness jim 290 5%
Bulk cm3/g 1.26 5%
Humidity % 7 1
Stiffnesmd(L&W5) mNm 11.4 -15%
Stiffnes cd (L&WS\ mNm 5J0 -15%
Cobb g/m2 1 1
Brightness % 82 1
table 2: Specification 1 forDuplex 230g/m2 Cascades
Commercial name: FLUTING 127 g/m2
Ref: 10/97
Parameters Units Valve Tolerances
Grammage g/m2 127 3%
Humidity % 7 1
CMT30 N 225 -
CCT kN/m 1.3 -
RCT kN/m 0.90 -
Klemm mm/lOmin 15-25
-
table 3: Specification 1 for Fluting 127g/m2
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Commercial name: TESLINER 175 g/m2
Ref: 10/97
Parameters Units Valve Tolerances
Grammage g/m2 175 3%
Humidity % 7 1
COBB 120 N 45-65 -
RCT kN/m 0.75 -
Mullen mm/lOmin 20-25 -
table 4: Specification 1 for Tesliner 175g/m2
6. Tests applied on corrugated containers of the current A design in accordance with
theASTM standard
Before taking tests, the containers filled with detergent were marked (to avoid
confusion when estimating possible deformations and damages) as follows (table
5):
TOP
BOTTOM
WIDER SIDE
NARROWER SIDE
WIDER SIDE
NARROWER SIDE
MARK
3
T
table 5
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Testing is carried out on samples filled with detergent. Such containers are also used in
regular production, packing and distribution applying the ASTM 4169-98 standard. Before
testing, the samples had been conditioned for 24 hours as follows:
Condition samples:
Condition to 23 (+/- 1) C, 50% relative humidity in accordance Practice D 43332.
Test Planner for:
ASTMD 4169-98
Performance Testing of Shipping Containers and Systems
Distribution Sequence
DC 3 - Single Package Environment - Up to 45.4 kg
Elements: ACFEA
Assurance Level II
Shipping Unit Information
Description: Corrugated box E3 filledwith detergent 3 kg
Container Type: Box
Construction: Corrugated Container
No interior stress bearing packaging
Percentage ofLoad supported directly by Product: 90.0%
ShippingUnit Size:
Length: 254 mm
Width: 102 mm
Height: 330 mm
Weight: 3.3 kg
StackHeight:
Vehicle: 2032 mm
Warehouse: 2032 mm
Acceptance Criteria: No Visible Damage
Product Intact
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Procedure:
6. 1 ScheduleA - Manual Handling
Assurance Level II
The test levels and the testmethod for this element of the distribution cycle are intended to
determine the ability of the shipping unit to withstand the hazards occurring duringmanual
handlings such as loading, unloading, stacking, sorting, or palletizing. The main hazards
from these operations are the impacts caused by dropping or throwing. Size, Weight, and
Shape of the shipping unit will affect the intensity of these hazards. Presented below are
recommended drop heights, number ofdrops, and the shipping unit orientations at impact:
For purposes of this procedure, the bottom ofa small parcel is the surface on which the
parcel rests in its most stable configuration.
TouchTest Shock
Roch.m.r Inimul. a! Technology
^^
1M
MO
1*0
H
-
l\
/X/"^
i 1 1 1 1 11
figure 9: Example for Impact Orientation: AdjacentBottom Edge
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TestMethod
ASTM D 5487 - Simulated Drop ofLoaded Containers by Shock Machines
DROP SEQUENCE:
Drop
Height
Impact Orientation
381mm Top
381mm Bottom Edge
381mm Adjacent Bottom Edge
381mm Bottom Comer
381mm Diagonally Opposite Bottom Corner
381mm Bottom
figure 10: ASTM D 5487 - SimulatedDrop ofLoaded Containers by ShockMachines
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6.2 Schedule C - Vehicle Stacking
Assurance Level II
The test levels and the test methods for these elements of the distribution cycle are
intended to determine the ability of the shipping unit to withstand the compressive loads
that occur during vehicle transport or during warehousing. The required loadingmust
consider the effects of length of time in storage, vibration, the alignment or stacking
pattern of the container, variability in container strength, moisture content, temperature,
previous handling, and method of load support. The minimum required loads for typical
shipping units which include the combined effects of the above factors are recommended
below:
TestMethod - Compression Test
ASTM D 642 - Determining Compressive Resistance of Shipping Containers,
Components, andUnit Loads
Compress the shipping unit to achieve the minimum required test load, as calculated
below. Remove the load within three seconds after reaching the specified value.
figure 10: ASTM D 642 - Determining Compressive Resistance
F = P(FP) + C(FC) = 3.4N
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FP = Factor for compression package or where Product supports the load directly = 3
P = Percentage of load supported by product = 90
F0 = Factor for container = 7
C
...
= Percentage of load supported by container = 10
L =M*J*((H-h)/h)*F = 3.4N
SampKID
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Figure 1 1 : ASTMD 642 - Determining Compressive Resistance for box A
L =M*J*((H-h)/h)*F = 63.44kg
L = Minimum Required Test Load
= 63.44 kg
M = Mass ofone shippingUnit
= 3.3 kg
J = conversion factor
= llbfperlb
H = Maximum Stack Height
= 2032 mm
h = Height of shipping unit
= 330 mm
F = Factor to account for individual factors
described above 3.4 N
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After testing, we observed a 0,6 mm deformation which was caused by a load ofmore
than 100 kgs - this does not affect the aspect and function of a container.
6.3 Schedule F - Loose Load Vibration
Assurance Level II
The test levels and test method for this element of the distribution cycle are intended to
determine the ability of the shipping unit to withstand the repetitive shocks occurring
during transportation ofbulk or loose loads. The test levels and testmethod account for
amplitude, direction and duration ofthe repetitive shocks.
Test Method - Repetitive ShockTest
ASTMD 999 - Vibration Testing ofShipping Containers
Place the specimen on the test machine platform in its normal shipping orientation.
Starting at about 2 Hz increase the frequency until some portion of the specimen
repeatedly leaves the test surface. To ensure that the test specimen is leaving the test
surface, insert a 1/16 inch thick shim 4 inches under the package and move intermittently
along the entire length of the package.
Dwell Time:
20 minutes in the normal shipping orientation
20 minutes ofadditional dwell time split evenly among all other possible shipping
orientations.
6.4 Schedule E - Vehicle Vibration
Assurance Level II
The test levels and test method for this element of the distribution cycle are intended to
determine the ability of the shipping units to withstand the vertical vibration and dynamic
compression resulting from transport and vehicle stacking. The test levels and method
account for the magnitude, frequency range, duration, and direction ofvibration.
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Perform the test for each possible shipping orientation. Total test duration should be
distributed evenly between all orientations tested.
TestMethod - Random Vibration
ASTMD 4728 - Random Vibration Testing of Shipping Containers
The following power spectral densities, as defined by their frequency and amplitude
breakpoints, and test durations are recommended.
TruckProfile
Overall Grms: 0.52
Test Duration: 180 min
Frequency (Hz) PSD (g2/Hz)
1 0.00005
4 0.01
16 0.01
40 0.001
80 0.001
200 0.00001
6.5 ScheduleA - Manual Handling
Assurance Level II
The test levels and the testmethod for this element ofthe distribution cycle are intended to
determine the ability of the shipping unit to withstand the hazards occurring duringmanual
handlings such as loading, unloading, stacking, sorting, or palletizing. The main hazards
from these operations are the impacts caused by dropping or throwing. Size, Weight, and
Shape of the shipping unit will affect the intensity of these hazards. Presented below are
recommended drop heights, number ofdrops, and the shipping unit orientations at impact:
For purposes of this procedure, the bottom of a small parcel is the surface on which the
parcel rests in its most stable configuration.
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TestMethod
ASTMD 5487 - SimulatedDrop ofLoaded Containers by ShockMachines
DROP SEQUENCE:
Drop Height Impact Orientation
381mm Vertical Edge
381mm Side Face
381mm Adjacent Side Face
381mm Top Corner
381mm Adjacent Top Edge
762mm Imact Orientationmost likely to occur, usually the largest face or
the bottom. For small parcel environment, use the critical or
damage prone orientation.
7. Analysis of the method of making A corrugated containers
The analysis of the method of making A design containers and the test results
showed that such containers had remarkable ability to withstand compressive
loads and that no visible damages occured.
The manufacturing costs of corrugated containers are estimated on the basis of a
calculation for 18.200 containers.
Other test results are enclosed at the end (references 1).
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Specification of materials:
NAME OFMATERIAL QUANTITY TECH.
ACCESS.
TOTAL PRICE
Duplex 230 g/m2Serviliner board 9100 900 10000 17.035,20
Printing plate 5 5 215,00
Ink - dark blue 0,5 0,5 50,70
Ink -red 0,7 0,7 70,00
Ink - yellow 2 2 220,00
Ink - blue 2 2 210,00
Water based varnish 23,53 23,53 625,00
Corrugated board, E - flute 1090
mm
1 tesliner 175g
1 fluting 127g
7420 m 438 m 7858 m 6.150,00
Rotokol glue 164,30 164,30 685,80
Trimming band 0,75 0,75 82,00
Die for packages 1 1 1.180,00
Termokol glue 0,5 0,5 65,00
Paper handles 18200 1800 20000 2.224,64
Shipping cases 260 260 344,00
Wooden pallets 13 13 507,00
Palletising foil 5 5 120,00
TOTAL PRICE 29.811,60
Table 6: Material, quantity and price for 18200 boxes
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Price of labour and operations
Since the operations have not changed (the change is made in respect ofmaterial only), the
operation cost remains the same:
DESCRIPTION OF
OPERATION
PREPARATION
TIME
HOURS
OFWORK
PRICE
(HRK)
Film mounting and copying 0 2,5 592,00
Making ofdie-cutting tools 1 7 320,30
Print and varnishing 2,5 2,5 3.750,30
Making of corrugated board 0,5 1 1.056,40
Lining 0,5 3 840,00
Die-cutting 1 4 2.650,50
Trimming 0,5 4 680,30
Gluing 2 6 1.960,20
Packing into shipping containers 0,5 2 926,40
TOTAL PRICE 12.776,40
Table 7: Operations and price for 18200 boxes (A)
MATERIAL -TOTAL PRICE 29.811,60
OPERATIONS - TOTAL PRICE 12.776,40
TOTAL PRICE
TOTAL PRICE PRO PCS (A)
42.588,00
2,34
Table 8: Total price for 18200 boxes (A)
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8. Concept of the new design
The new containers successfully got through all the tests. No damages occurred
due to which detergent could come out of the container or which could affect
the aspect of the container. Our goal was to reduce the manufacturing costs, but
of course, such rationalisation could not include changes in the technical drawing
of the container (to avoid problems during the process of filling the containers
with detergent on the filling machine). No modifications were possible in the
technological process either. Therefore, the only possibility left was to do
something about material, i.e. to reduce materials costs. We moved in two
directions:
1.) Replacement of the board in use to be printed on with the cheaper one.
We have selected the board of an another supplier, which was of similar
characteristics (the same grammage and thickness) but with weaker resistance to
repeated folding.
2.) Replacement of the material used for making corrugated board - fluting. We
chose the board of lower grammage (about 13%) and at lower price. With this
material we could generate profit owing to both the lower purchase price and
lower grammage.
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9. Characteristics ofmaterials to be used for B containers
SPECIFICATION 2
Commercial name: DUPLEX 230g/m2 MAYRMELNHOF
Type ofboard: Coated boardwith gray back
Parameters Units Valve Tolerances
Grammage g/m2 230 2%
Thickness Uin 290 5%
Bulk cm3/g 1.26 5%
Humidity % 7 1
Stiffnesmd (L&W5) mNm 10.1 -15%
Stiffnes cd (L&W5) mNm 6 -15%
Cobb g/m2 1 1
Brightness % 82 1
Table 9: Specification 2 for Duplex 230g/m2Mayr Melnhof
Commercial name: FLUTING 112 g/m2
Ref: 10/97
Parameters Units Valve Tolerances
Grammage g/m2 112 +3%
Humidity % 7 1
CMT30 N 205 -
CCT kN/m 0.9 -
RCT kN/m 0.75
-
Klemm mm/lOmin 15-25
-
Table 10: Specification 2 for Fluting
112g/m2
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Commercial name: TESLINER 175 g/m2
Ref: 10/97
Parameters Units Valve Tolerances
Grammage g/m2 175 3%
Humidity % 7 1
COBB 120 N 45-65 -
RCT kN/m 0.75 -
Mullen mm/lOmin 20-25 -
Table 1 1 : Specification 2 for Tesliner 175g/m2
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10. Tests applied on B corrugated containers in accordancewith theASTM standard
Test Planner
ASTMD 4169-98
Performance Testing ofShipping Containers and Systems
Distribution Sequence
DC 3 - Single Package Environment - Up to 45.4 kg
Elements: ACFEA
Assurance Level II
Shipping Unit Information
Description: Corrugated box E3 filled with detergent 3 kg
Container Type: Box
Construction: Corrugated Container
No interior stress bearing packaging
Percentage ofLoad supported directly by Product: 90.0%
Shipping Unit Size:
Length: 254 mm
Width: 102 mm
Height: 330 mm
Weight: 3.3 kg
Stack Height:
Vehicle: 2032 mm
Warehouse: 2032 mm
Acceptance Criteria: No VisibleDamage
Product Intact
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10.1 ScheduleA - ManualHandling
Assurance Level II
The test levels and the test method for this element of the distribution cycle are intended to
determine the ability of the shipping unit to withstand the hazards occurring during manual
handlings such as loading, unloading, stacking, sorting, or palletizing. The main hazards from
these operations are the impacts caused by dropping or throwing. Size, Weight, and Shape of
the shipping unit will affect the intensity of these hazards. Presented below are recommended
drop heights, number ofdrops, and the shipping unit orientations at impact:
For purposes of this procedure, the bottom of a small parcel is the surface on which the
parcel rests in itsmost stable configuration.
TouchTest Shock
Roclwsnr inatHua of T.chnoloy
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figure 12: Example for Impact Orientation: Adjacent Bottom Edge
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TestMethod
ASTMD 5487 - SimulatedDrop ofLoaded Containers by ShockMachines
DROP SEQUENCE:
Drop
Height
Impact Orientation
381mm Top
381mm Bottom Edge
381mm Adjacent Bottom Edge
381mm Bottom Corner
381mm Diagonally Opposite Bottom Corner
381mm Bottom
Figure 13: ASTMD 5487 - SimulatedDrop ofLoaded Containers by ShockMachines
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10.2 Schedule C - Vehicle Stacking
Assurance Level II
The test levels and the test methods for these elements of the distribution cycle are intended
to determine the ability of the shipping unit to withstand the compressive loads that occur
during vehicle transport or during warehousing. The required loading must consider the
effects of length of time in storage, vibration, the alignment or stacking pattern of the
container, variability in container strength, moisture content, temperature, previous handling,
and method of load support. The minimum required loads for typical shipping units which
include the combined effects of the above factors are recommended below:
TestMethod - Compression Test
ASTMD 642 - Determining Compressive Resistance ofShipping Containers, Components,
andUnit Loads
Compress the shipping unit to achieve the minimum required test load, as calculated below.
Remove the load within three seconds after reaching the specified value.
F = P(Fp) + C(Fc) = 4.3N
FP = Factor for compression package or where Product supports the load directly = 4
P = Percentage of load supported by product = 90
Fc = Factor for container = 7
C = Percentage of load supported by container = 10
L =M*J*((H-h)/h)*F= 80.24 kg
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figure 14: ASTMD 642 - Determining Compressive Resistance for boxB
10.3 Schedule F - Loose Load Vibration
Assurance Level II
The test levels and test method for this element of the distribution cycle are intended to
determine the ability of the shipping unit to withstand the repetitive shocks occurring during
transportation of bulk or loose loads. The test levels and test method account for amplitude,
direction and duration ofthe repetitive shocks.
TestMethod - Repetitive Shock Test
ASTMD 999 - Vibration Testing ofShipping Containers
Place the specimen on the test machine platform in its normal shipping orientation. Starting
at about 2 Hz increase the frequency until some portion of the specimen repeatedly leaves the
41
test surface. To ensure that the test specimen is leaving the test surface, insert a 1/16 inch
thick shim 4 inches under the package and move intermittently along the entire length of the
package.
Dwell Time:
20 minutes in the normal shipping orientation
20 minutes of additional dwell time split evenly among all other possible shipping
orientations.
10.4 Schedule E - Vehicle Vibration
Assurance Level n
The test levels and test method for this element of the distribution cycle are intended to
determine the ability of the shipping units to withstand the vertical vibration and dynamic
compression resulting from transport and vehicle stacking. The test levels and method
account for the magnitude, frequency range, duration, and direction ofvibration.
Perform the test for each possible shipping orientation. Total test duration should be
distributed evenly between all orientations tested.
Test Method - Random Vibration
ASTMD 4728 - Random Vibration Testing ofShipping Containers
Method A or B
The following power spectral densities, as defined by their frequency and amplitude
breakpoints, and test durations are recommended.
Truck Profile
Overall Grms: 0.52
TestDuration: 180 min
Frequency (Hz) PSD (g2/Hz)
1 0.00005
4 0.01
16 0.01
40 0.001
80 0.001
200 0.00001
4?
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10.5 ScheduleA - Manual Handling
Assurance Level II
The test levels and the test method for this element of the distribution cycle are intended to
determine the ability of the shipping unit to withstand the hazards occurring duringmanual
handlings such as loading, unloading, stacking, sorting, or palletizing. The main hazards from
these operations are the impacts caused by dropping or throwing. Size, Weight, and Shape of
the shipping unit will affect the intensity of these hazards. Presented below are recommended
drop heights, number ofdrops, and the shipping unit orientations at impact:
For purposes of this procedure, the bottom ofa small parcel is the surface on which the
parcel rests in its most stable configuration.
Test Method
ASTMD 5487 - SimulatedDrop ofLoaded Containers by ShockMachines
DROP SEQUENCE:
Drop Height Impact Orientation
381mm Vertical Edge
381mm Side Face
381mm Adjacent Side Face
381mm Top Corner
381mm Adjacent Top Edge
762mm Imact Orientation most likely to occur, usually the largest face or
the bottom. For small parcel environment, use the critical or
damage prone orientation.
41
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figure 15: ASTMD 5487 - SimulatedDrop ofLoaded Containers by ShockMachines
11. Analysis ofmaking B corrugated containers
Analysis of the method of making B containers and the obtained test results
showed remarkable ability of containers to withstand compressing loads. No visible
damages occurred. The manufacturing costs of corrugated containers were estimated
on the basis of calculations for 18.200 containers. Changes in calculation were
based on the replaced materials as specified in Point 9.
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NAME OFMATERIAL
^
QUANTITY TECH.
ACCESS.
TOTAL PRICE
Duplex 230 g/m2MCB 9100 900 10000 16.524,14
Printing plate 5 5 215,00
Ink - dark blue 0,5 0,5 50,70
Ink -red 0J 0,7 70,00
Ink - yellow 2 2 220,00
Ink - blue 2 2 210,00
Water based varnish 23,53 23,53 625,00
Corrugated board, E - flute
1090 mm
1 tesliner 175g
1 fluting 112g
7420 m 438 m 7858 m 5.658,00
Rotokol glue 164,30 164,30 685,80
Trimming band 0,75 0,75 82,00
Die for packages 1 1 1.180,00
Termokol glue 0,5 0,5 65,00
Paper handles 18200 1800 20000 2.224,64
Shipping cases 260 260 344,00
Wooden pallets 13 13 507,00
Palletising foil 5 5 120,00
TOTAL PRICE
ii-
28.808,54
Table 12: Material, quantity and price for 18200 boxes (B)
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Labour and operation cost:
DESCRTPTION OF
OPERATION
PREPARATION
TIME
HOURS
OFWORK
PRICE
(HRK)
Film mounting and copying 0 2,5 592,00
Making ofdie-cutting tools 1 7 320,30
Print and varnishing 2,5 2,5 3.750,30
Making ofcorrugated board 0,5 1 1.056,40
Lining 0,5 3 840,00
Die-cutting 1 4 2.650,50
Trimming 0,5 4 680,30
Gluing 2 6 1.960,20
Packing into shipping containers 0,5 2 926,40
TOTAL PRICE 12.776,40
Table 13: Operations and price for 18200 boxes (B)
MATERIAL -TOTAL PRICE 28.808,54
OPERATIONS - TOTAL PRICE 12.776,40
TOTAL PRICE 41,584.94
TOTAL PRICE PRO PCS (B) 2,28
Table 14: Total price for 18200 boxes (B)
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12. Comparison between the current and the proposed method of making corrugated
containers
Since both container types successfully came through testing and since the obtained
results were quite similar, we met no obstacles to switching to the proposed
container type (B).
13. Economic justification for switching to the proposed method ofmaking the containers
Currentmethod ofmaking containers (A):
TOTAL PRICE 42.588,00
TOTAL PRICE PRO PCS (B) 2,34
Proposedmethod ofmaking containers (B):
TOTAL PRICE 41,584.94
TOTAL PRICE PRO PCS (A) 2,28
By comparison between the current and the proposedmethod ofmaking containers we can
establish a difference inmanufacturing price ofHRK 0,06 a container. The saving per order
amounts to HRK 1003.06.
14. Analysis of the current method of packing and transport of filled detergent containers (A
containers)
A standard transport vehicle used by the customer in distribution is: 6500 x 2320 x
2350 cm.
Transport pallets have standard dimensions because of the stacking
pattern of
warehousing : 1200 x 800 x 145 cm.
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The current method of packing and transport of containers filled with detergents
consists of placing them on pallets in four stacks. The resulting stack height is
1320 cm. The total stack height includes the thickness of the cover which is about
3 mm and the height of the wooden pallet of 145 cm. The total stack height is
therefore 1468 cm.
OUTSD3E DIMENSIONS WEIGHT
Length Width Height Net Gross Cube
Carton 254,0 102,0 330,0 mm 3,000 3,300 kg 8549
cm3
Load 1200,0 800,0 1468,0 mm 408,000 474,300 kg 1,41
m3
Truck 6500,0 2320,0 2350,0 mm 6,166 8,666 1 35,44
m3
CARTON
Dimensions (OD) 254,0 102,0 330,0 mm
Net Weight 3,000 kg
Gross Weight 3,300 kg
Mat. Weight 0,300 kg
# PerLayer 34
Layers 4
# Per Load 136
Cube (OD) 0,0085
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PALLET
PalletDimensions 1200,00 800,00 145,00
CubeEff. 83,2 %
ProductDimensions 1178,00 768,00 1323,00
Prod. Cube 1,1969
LoadCube 1,4093
Weights: Product 408,000
Net 448,800
Gross 474,300
TRUCK
TruckDimensions 6500,00 2320,00 2350,00
CubeEff. 51,7%
ProductDimensions 6400,00 2000,00 1468,00
Prod. Cube 18,7904
LoadDimensions 6500,00 2320,00 2350,00
LoadCube 35,4380
Tare Weight 2500,0000
Net 6165,8994
Gross 8665,8994
34 Carton /Layer
4 Layer / Load
136 Carton / Load
1768 Carton /Truck
13 Load /Truck
82,8% Truck area used
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Aspect - of the product
- of the stacking pattern
- of a stacked pallet with a cover
- of vehicle stacking
Length Width Height; Pad
1O2.0
figure 16: The number of containers on pallets when stacked in accordance with the current
method ofpacking
Reportmade in PACK 99
The most important information contained in the analysis is the total number of
filled containers which are transported to the final destination. Before applying the
new method of stacking, one truck could transport 1768 containers.
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15. Analysis of the current method of packing and transport of filled containers (B
containers)
The proposed method of packing has adopted the same dimensions of the standard transport
vehicle used by the customer in distribution: 2320 x 6500 x 2350 cm.
Transport pallets are also of standard dimensions, because of the stacking pattern ofwarehousing:
1200 x 800 x 145 cm.
The proposed method of stacking differs from the current one in respect of the projected number
of container stacks on transport pallets which is five rather than four. The resulting stack height is
1650 cm. The total stack height includes the cover thickness of 3 mm and the height of the
wooden pallet of 145 cm.
The total stack height is 1798 cm.
OUTSD3E DIMENSIONS WEIGHT
Length Width Height Net Gross Cube
Carton 254,0 102,0 330,0 mm 3,000 3,300 kg 8549 cm3
Load 1200,0 800,0 1798,0 mm 510,000 586,500 kg 1,73 m3
6500,0 2320,0 2350,0 mm 7,625 10,125 1 35,44m3
CARTON
Dimensions (OD) 254,0 102,0 330,0 mm
Net Weight 3,000 kg
Gross Weight 3,300 kg
Mat. Weight 0,300 kg
# PerLayer 34
Layers 5
# PerLoad 170
Cube (OD) 0,0085
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PALLET
PalletDimensions 1200,00 800,00 145,00
CubeEff. 86,3 %
ProductDimensions 1178,00 768,00 1653,00
Prod Cube 1,4955
LoadCube 1,7261
Weights: Product 510,000
Net 561,000
Gross 586,500
TRUCK
TruckDimensions 6500,00 2320,00 2350,00
CubeEff. 63,3 %
ProductDimensions 6400,00 2000,00 1798,00
Prod. Cube 23,0144
LoadDimensions 6500,00 2320,00 2350,00
LoadCube 35,4380
Tare Weight 2500,0000
Net 7624,5000
Gross
10124,5000
16. Comparison between the current and the proposed methods of packing and transporting
containers filled with detergent using the CAPE 99 system
The comparison between the current method of packing and the proposed method ofpacking and
transport of filled containers shows considerable saving in respect of stacking containers on
pallets and the way of their arrangement in the vehicle. We have achieved double savings as
follows:
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A. Rationalisation in stacking containers on pallets
According to the current method of packing, 136 containers arranged in 4 stacks could be placed
on one pallet. The proposed method of packing could increase the number of stacked containers
to 170, which would be achieved by 5-stack arrangement. Since the tests showed that this could
be done, i.e. that containers in the first stack were strong enough to withstand the necessary load,
we decided to apply this method ofpacking in practice. In this way we have managed to increase
the number of containers stacked on a pallet by 25% and have consequently reduced the number
ofnecessary pallets.
Length Height Pad
475^
figure 17: The number of containers on pallets when stacked in
accordancewith the proposed
method ofpacking
Rationalised packing ofcontainers on pallets (Reportmade in
PACK 99)
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B. Rationalised vehicle stacking
When applying the current method ofvehicle stacking, one truck can transport 13 pallets with
altogether 1768 containers. By the proposed method ofvehicle stacking the number ofcontainers
which can be transported by one truck has raised to 2210. The total number ofpallets loaded into
the truck has remained unchanged, but the number of stacked containers has been increased. The
weight ofpallets, i.e. the total load weight in the truck has increased accordingly, but still being
below the permitted limit. The number of containers loaded into one truck has therefore increased
by 25%.
figure 18: 16. 1% reduction if the proposed method of transport is applied
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16.1. Economic analysis of packing and transport of filled detergent containers
Rationalisation in stacking containers on pallets and in a vehicle leads to the reduction of a final
price of a pack of detergent. The retail price for a pack of detergent has been HRK 41 by now.
The mentioned rationalisation has created pre-requisites to reduce the price by the amount equal
to the amount of costs saved on packing and transport.
Price of a 3 kg pack ofdetergent = HRK 4 1 ,00
Average transport price calculated on the 400 km distance basis = HRK 3.200,00
A) Price analysis if the current method of transport is applied
Number of containers 1768
price ofa 3kg detergent pack (HRK 41,00)
=HRK 72.3488,00
average transport price for 400 km (HRK 3.200,00)
=HRK 69.288,00
/
number ofcontainers if the currentmethod of transport is applied (1768)
=HRK 39,55
B) Price analysis if the proposedmethod of transport is
applied
Number of containers (2210)
x
price ofa 3kg detergent pack (HRK 41)
= HRK 90.610
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average transport price for 400 km (HRK 3.200,00)
=HR. 87.410,00
/
number of containers if the current method of transport is applied (2210)
=HRK 39,19
C) Price comparison between the two methods of transport
HRK 39,55 (A)
HRK 39,19 (B)
= HRK0,36 reduction in the final price ofa detergent pack if
the proposedmethod of transport is applied
17. Final analysis of the process of making corrugated containers, and of packing and
transport of containers filled with detergent
In the point 13 we had calculated the saving ofHRK 0,06 in the producing price per box
with a proposal way ofproducing - with using newmaterials. Then, is needed to addHRK
0,36 per box that we received thanks to the new way ofpackaging and transport what in
conclusion amountHRK 0,42 per box ofwashing powder.
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18. Conclusion
After the realization of the tests that are carried out aplyning ASTM standard for both types (
designs ) of boxes- existing and proposed designs, we established that the new - proposed
design of the box can satisfy the cheaper method ofproduction. Also, the customer can use it
to rationalise packing and distribution. In that way, a significant saving is made which can be
used in forming the final price of the product. With this work all the presumptions are proved
and supported with facts. At the end, the customer tested the proposed design in practice, in
transportation , packaging and distribution. The results are really excellent. They proved that
it is possible to make the same product economical simply using different materials (often
also cheaper). It is obvious that for these types of products, no analyse have been made by
nows so it is to expect that after this analysis the customer will consider possible savings.
39,55 HRK (A) - present box price (without transport)
0,06 HRK - saving on box production
0,36 HRK - saving on new way ofpackaging and distribution
39, 13 HRK (B) - the final price of the product
The proposedDESIGN is more PROFITABLE than the one presently in use.
1,1 % ner box ofwashing powder
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